THE NEW ADVENTURES OF JIMMY AND SAM THE DOG
Sam the Dog: Welcome to The new adventures of Jimmy and Sam the Dog. That’s me, and this time it’s all about Jimmy overcoming his doubts and learning what can be achieved by going to school - every day, with the help from some awesome teammates.
It’s Monday and that womba crazy little voice in Jimmy’s head is trying to get him to wag school.
J Doubt: Hey! Who are you calling womba, you walking flea motel.
Jimbo, bro, I know you’re freeaaking out about the robot competition, and all the work you have to do by yourself, so just forget about school today. Look this project is huuuuge, hectic, bigger than Sammy Thaiday’s biceps.
Super Jimmy: Huuuuuu yah!  Nice try J Doubt.  Jimmy is way too smart to fall for your gammin tricks. This robot completion isn’t that big, it’s deadly! And Jimmy’s team will help him
Uncle: That funny looking little guy with chicken legs and waaaay too tight pants is right Jimmy. There’s plenty of people on your team to help ya. Count me in.  I’ve fixed a few utes in my time, how hard could a robot be?
Sam the dog: Good one Jimmy. He made it to school, but now he’s worried about showing his new teacher his robot assignment and asking for help to finish.  
He’s sweating … like the opposition do when JT’s lining up a kick.
JDoubt: No way, Jimster bro, don’t go any closer. That new teacher looks heaps scary, she’s not gonna help ya.
Super Jimmy: Hey, don’t listen to him Jimmy.  That teacher’s not scary at all.  Lookout! That looks like star netballer Beryl Friday.
Beryl Friday: He’s right Jimmy, teachers like me are part of your team, just like your family and friends.
Sam the Dog: Hey that teacher is pretty deadly, and with the help from the rest of the team Jimmy’s robot looks pretty good.
Robot: Hashtag robot team goals
Johnathan Thurston -  DJ: Eh eh …. Every day counts
Sam the dog: Looks like Jimmy’s week was a ripper, he rocked up every day,  gave his doubts the boot and scored himself a trophy.  So, until next time you mob, remember you are part of a team, too, and every day counts at school.

